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Abstract:
Making sense of modern datasets, in which data is often multi-modal and heterogeneous, is
a challenging task that is becoming increasingly important for both academia and industry.
In this work, we look at sparsity-based approaches to process multi-modal and
heterogeneous data. We start with the problem of integrating prior knowledge into sparse
reconstruction schemes. Prior information here means a signal similar to the signal to be
reconstructed, for example, in medical imaging, a prior scan of the same patient. Our theory
provides a minimal number of measurements required to reconstruct the original signal as a
function of the quality of the prior information. We then describe an approach to separate
the x-rays of the paintings in the door panels of the Ghent Altarpiece, a 15th century art
work by Van Eyck which was recently restored. Our method uses the visual images to aid
the separation process and outperforms prior state-of-the-art methods, such as
morphological component analysis. Finally, we state preliminary theoretical results on a
framework that allows processing arbitrary, but correlated, heterogeneous data such as
images and sound, or text and location.
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